
Chap. 7. Chemical equilibrium  �

Reaction Gibbs energy: �

(i)Unimolecular reaction, A      B �

Negative stoichiometry for reactant, and positive stoichiometry for product�

(ii) General reaction, �

and�



: Endergonic reaction�

: Exergonic reaction�

is spontaneous �

is spontaneous �

: Equilibrium�

Standard reaction Gibbs energy:�

Reaction Quotient: �

Equilibrium constant:�

independent of 
pressure �



The extent of reaction can still depend 
on pressure.�

Example: � , initially n mole of A�

mole of A turns into � mole of B�

and�

, where � and�

increase of pressure 
reduces α�



van’t Hoff equation�

Exothermic reaction:�

Endothermic reaction:�

Temperature dependence of equilibrium constant �



Equilibrium electrochemistry�

Electrochemical cell - two electrodes and electrolyte �

Electrode compartment - an electrode and its electrolyte �

Salt bridge - joins two separate electrode compartments, a tube 
containing concentrated electrolyte solution (KCl in agar jelly) �

Galvanic cell - chemical reaction        Electricity�
Electrolytic cell - Electricity         non-spontaneous chemical reaction� �

metallic conductors� ionic conductor�



Electrolyte concentration cell - electrode compartments are 
identical except for the concentrations of electrolytes �

Electrode concentration cell - electrodes have different 
concentrations �

Reduction half reaction: �
Cell reaction: right-hand electrode is cathode �

Right-hand electrode: �

Left-hand electrode: �

Example:�



Nernst equation�

Electromotive force �

Cell potential established by a cell reaction in a 
reversible situation with exactly opposing 
potential. �

At equilibrium, �

Equilibrium constant can be calculated 
from the measurement of standard emf.�

Electric potential 
applied to the system 



Standard hydrogen electrode (SHE): used as left hand electrode  �

assumed to be 1.�

in the unit of 
molality�

Extrapolation for the 
determination of standard emf.�



Examples of half reactions �

Electrochemical Series �

least strongly reducing� most strongly reducing�

favoring reduced form� favoring oxidized form�



Relation of standard emf with thermodynamic functions �

Determination of activity coefficients�

Concetration dependence of emf gives information 
on activity coefficients �

Example) � From�


